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The purpose of this tutorial is to introduce an outline to guide the management of an effective reliability or maintainability program. Reliability, maintainability, availability, or the ‘ilities’ are common in our language with reference to products, services, equipment, and people. Joe is regularly available for the meeting; we can count on (depend or rely) Sara to finish the report on time; my car starts every morning without fail; and many more. What is meant with these concepts and specifically how do we manage achieving and sustaining business objectives related to these ‘ility’ concepts? The purpose of this short paper is to provide an introduction to key concepts and approaches commonly used for reliability and maintainability management.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Reliability, maintainability, availability, or the ‘ilities’ are common in our language with reference to products, services, equipment, and people. Joe is regularly available for the meeting; We can count on (depend or rely) Sara to finish the report on time; My car starts every morning without fail; and many more. What is meant with these concepts and specifically how do we manage achieving and sustaining business objectives related to these ‘ility’ concepts? The purpose of this short paper is to provide an introduction to key concepts and approaches commonly used for reliability and maintainability management.

With some common sense, an appreciation of the goals, understanding of expected and past failures, and the proper application of reliability engineering tools, you can manage to improve profitability, increase throughput, or enhance a brand image. With a sound design, robust supply chain, consistent manufacturing, and adequate maintenance nearly any product or complex system can meet or exceed their reliability or maintainability goals.

Reliability is a quality aspect of a product. Or, as some like say, reliability is quality over time. Either way, the basic definition we will use here is reliability is the probability of a product successfully functioning as expected for a specific duration of time within a specified environment. For example, a TV remote control has a 98% probability of successfully controlling the associated television (change volume, channels, etc.) for two years in a North American home environment.

There are four elements to the reliability definition: 1) Function, 2) Probability of success, 3) Duration, and, 4) Environment.

Maintainability is related to reliability, as when a product or system fails, there may be a process to restore the product or system to operating condition. Maintainability is a characteristic of design, assembly, and installation that is the probability of restoration to normal operating state of failed equipment, machine or system within a specific timeframe, while using the specified repair techniques and procedures. We often consider two other ‘ilities’ with maintainability: 1) serviceability or the ease of performing inspections, diagnostics and adjustments; and, 2) reparability or the ease of restoring functionality after a failure.

Closely related to reliability and maintainability is availability. Availability is a characteristic of a system (piece of equipment or product) to function as expected on demand. One way to measure availability is the percentage of time the system is functioning per year. An example may be the cable TV service to a home is 95% available, meaning that for the 100 hours of desired TV entertainment per year the system functioned for only 95 hours, and was not functioning (under maintenance, power outage, etc.) for 5 hours.

The fundamental idea from a customer’s point of view is the product works as expected. The car starts, the bottling machine fills the bottles accurately and quickly, the printer just works. When asked a customer does not want any failures, especially with the specific product that they purchase. They do want to enjoy the benefit provided by the functioning product. Unfortunately the variability of materials, assembly techniques, environments, faulty software and human errors do lead to failures. Failure happens.

In one sense, reliability and maintainability management is the management of failure. The specific approaches and tools available to the R&M manager permit the optimization of the problem to finding a cost effective solution to the design, assembly and use of a product. Reliability and maintainability engineering pulls resources and skills from across many fields including design, materials, finance, manufacturing, environmental, and statistics. R&M engineers are often asked in one form or another only two questions: 1) What will fail? and 2) When will it fail? For each specific situation (i.e. satellite or game controller) the R&M engineer assesses risk, balances the probability and consequence of failure with value, and negotiates with development, manufacturing, suppliers and customers to deliver a reliable and maintainable solution. It is often an exciting, rewarding and challenging role.

Acronyms and Notation

COGS Cost of Goods Sold
FMEA Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
FRACAS Failure Reporting, Analysis, and Corrective Action System
HALT Highly Accelerated Life Test
R & M Reliability and Maintainability

2. SPECIFICATIONS

“Faster, Better, Cheaper” is one way to state the evolving changes in many products, computers in particular. More features, more value, smaller, lighter, and of course less expensive. Add ‘lasts longer’ to this set of requirements to round out four key drivers for any product. Functions or performance is the list of what it specifically is the product does. This list may be quite long and detailed, and may include everything from brand logo placement to color to the power button location and size. The set of product functions is part of the reliability definition and defines the operating state and conversely what a product failure may include. While not required, a set of functions (product features) is often detailed at the start of a product development program. During product development, the design is regularly evaluated or tested and compared to the desired set of functions.

Cost may or may not be the most important consideration over the product lifecycle, yet it is often known and tracked during product development and for maintained products during use. Cost includes COGS and it may include the cost of service and repairs. It often does not directly include the cost of failure to the customer, yet that cost may be known. For example, when a deep-sea oil exploration rig is pulling a drill string due to a part failure, it may cost close to $1 million per
Reliability is the product functions as expected within a stated environment and use profile with probability of success (not failing) over a stated duration. Clearly stating the complete reliability goal is not difficult to do at the beginning of a design program. And, once stated provides a common guide for the development decision making along with reliability test planning, vendor and supply chain requirements, and warranty accrual. The goal certainly may change over the development process, as may product features, cost targets or time to market deadlines. The reliability goal is like any other product specification; it just deals with the performance over time after placed into service.

State the reliability goal such that it includes all four elements of the reliability definition. For example, a home wireless router provides 802.1n connectivity with features specified in product requirements document HWR003, in a North American home or apartment environment, with a 96% probability of still operating after 5 years of use.

3. RELIABILITY APPORTIONMENT

An extension of reliability goal setting is to break down the goal to the elements of the product. Provide a meaningful reliability objective for each of the components or subsystems. In a series system (reliability-wise) the probability of failure for each element has to be lower than for the overall system. The opposite is true for elements in parallel (reliability-wise). For complex systems the apportionment math may become more complex, yet the concept still applies.

Providing a clear and concise reliability objective to each of your design teams and suppliers provide a means to make reliability related decisions local to the element under consideration. This may influence design margins, material selection, and validation techniques.

Keep in mind that all four elements are part of the apportioned reliability goal. Often the environment and use profile will be different for different elements of a product. While the power supply may operate full time, the hard drive may often be idle and partially powered down. The location within the product may alter the temperature the elements experience. Localize the apportioned goal or at least provide sufficient information to fully articulate and act upon an apportioned reliability goal.

The process used to create the apportionment maybe as simple as an equal allocation to each element to weighted on expected or known reliability performance (predictions, models, historical, etc.). We rarely have enough information to provide perfect apportionment from the start. It will be a work in progress as the design matures, as information becomes available, and as the design is evaluated.

Setting a breakdown of the overall goal starts the discussion and thought process how every element contributes to the overall of performance of the product.

4. FEEDBACK MECHANISMS

A goal on it’s own is nice and generally meaningless unless compared to performance. When shooting an arrow at a target, we naturally look for the distance between the intended target and the location of the arrow. That difference provides information to the archer on adjustments to the aim of the next arrow. For product development, setting a reliability goal or any specification requires the measurement of the performance compared to the desired performance. The difference may require changing the design or adjusting the goal.

Recall the two basic questions of reliability engineering: What will fail? And, When will it fail? These form two types of feedback often used to assess the readiness of a design to meet its objectives. The two approaches are used as is appropriate for the current situation. A new technology without any field history may require an emphasis on discovering what will fail. Then shift focus to determining how long before it fails under expected use conditions.

In another situation a product and its technology, materials, and use conditions may be well known, along with the types of failures that limit the life of the product. In this case the focus may be on design changes as they impact prolonging the life of the product, with less emphasis on what will fail (as it is already known). Of course, in many situations there is a call for both approaches.

4.1 Discovery of reliability risks

What will fail is a core question facing nearly any product development or maintenance team. Henry Petroski postulates that designers create designs that avoid failure. [1] This issue might be that the design team has to know what will fail. If that is not known, than it is difficult to avoid product failures.

Thus the team’s current situation related to understanding the expected failure mechanisms plays a role in the steps to determine the expected failure mechanisms. In the situation with known failure mechanisms and the minor design changes, there is little need to ‘discover’ failure mechanisms. The focus may shift to those areas related to the changes and validation of existing failure mechanisms. Another situation may include many uncertainties related to failure mechanisms. A design change to eliminate a specific mechanisms may reveal another, previously hidden, mechanism. A new material...
may involve exploration of how the material will react over time to the shipping and operating environment.

Discovery can use a range of tools available to reliability professionals. This may include literature searches, FMEA, and discussions with suppliers or knowledgeable researchers. The discovery may include a wide range of testing including material characterization, step stress to failure testing, and HALT.

The intent is to find the weaknesses within a design and take steps to minimize failures. For example the team may discover the material color fades quickly in sunlight, and adding a stabilizing agent may insure color fastness. A HALT may expose a faulty layout and require a redesign of the printed circuit board. Understanding and characterizing the failure mechanisms that all designs contain permit design decisions to avoid surprises in later product testing or during use.

FMEA is a tool to pool the ideas and knowledge of a team to explore the weaknesses of a product. To some this may seem like a design review and to some extent it is just that. To some it is an exploration of each designer’s knowledge of the boundary to failure. Depending on the team and amount of knowledge already known, FMEA may or may not be a fruitful tool to discover product failures. It nearly always has the benefit of effectively communicating the most serious and likely issues across the team.

HALT is a discovery tool that applies sufficient stress or multiple stresses to a product to cause failure. Starting at nominal stress levels, the HALT approach then steps up increasing amounts of stress until the product no longer functions as expected. Careful failure analysis may reveal design weaknesses, poor material choices or unexpected behavior. The idea is that the failures provide knowledge on areas for improvement. A product that has the detected weaknesses resolved is more robust thus able to withstand normal stresses and the occasional abnormal stress load without failure.

FMEA and HALT provide information about the product design and materials that to some extent rely on previous knowledge about the expected failure mechanisms. Within the FMEA team the knowledge is shared or a new question may be explored (possibly new information revealed). And HALT applies stresses that are expected to cause failure. In each case, a new product design or material may have an unknown response to an unexplored stress. Both tools serve a purpose and have proven very useful in the failure discovery process, yet acquiring more information about possible failure mechanisms may enhance both tools and the product.

Most materials and components prior to being available for use in products undergo development and characterization. Scientific literature is full of studies of metals, polymers, chemicals, ceramics and more that explore electrical, mechanical, aesthetic and more properties. The entire process is often studied from raw material to final product and may include life studies. These studies often focus on very specific failure mechanisms that limit the life of the material, assembly or component.

Modern products may have hundreds of materials and thousands of components, yet each has some history of exploration and characterization of failure mechanisms. As a minimum for new materials or components do the research to understand the known failure mechanisms and how they will behave within your design and environment. Published literature in scientific and engineering journals is a good place to start. Then engage the researchers in a discussion about what they know and how the material may behave in your design. Many component and material suppliers have intimate knowledge of the component or material weaknesses and are willing to share that with their customers. For locally invented or constructed materials or components, embark on a characterization study to fully understand the failure mechanisms.

Knowledge provides a means to understand the limiting boundaries around any design that transition the product into failure. Understanding those boundaries in your product’s circumstance permits improvements to occur in areas that would otherwise lead to premature failure. Discover the failure mechanisms and how they manifest themselves in your design or system. Then you have found the answer to what will fail.

4.2 Determine duration

The second question facing a product development or maintenance team is related to how long before failure occurs. The reliability engineer, armed with knowledge around the expected failure mechanisms is in a good position to answer this question. Knowing when a product is expected to fail provides feedback to the team for comparison with the goals. It also provides a means to plan for preventative maintenance, plus contributes to spares stocking levels.

Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote a poem titled “One Hoss Shay” [2] in which a parson crafted a shay where every part was a strong as every other part. After 100 years and a day every part failed at the same time, nothing before any other. If we could create a cell phone that would last exactly 5 years, and every part failed, not one before another. We could call that perfect reliability. Not a single element of the product had any remaining usefulness. Nothing wasted.

Unfortunately, perfect reliability is difficult to achieve, as there are so many variables and unknowns related to when and how a failure occurs. In the poem there is only one shay so we’ll never know if an entire fleet would also survive exactly 100 years and day.

In practice, even with literally hundreds or thousands of ways a product can fail, there are generally only a few that will dominant the initial product failure. Understanding the time until failure for these few failure mechanisms is possible for any design or maintenance team. There are three broad sources of product failure:

1. Supply chain and manufacturing variation
2. Overstress conditions during transportation or use
3. Wear out of one or more components

4.2.1 Supply Chain and Manufacturing

Even raw material suppliers use equipment such as shovels and trucks, which they procured. The ability to create a product is often reliant on the supply chain being able to provide consistent materials and components. If the material property that is important to the functioning of your product varies unacceptably, your product is more likely to fail. If the manufacturing process varies unacceptably and produces inferior product, those too are more likely to fail.

Being clear with specifications, especially concerning reliability, helps your supply chain and manufacturers create materials, components and products that will meet your reliability requirements. Besides reliability apportionment mentioned above, you may need to characterize the material properties that directly impact product reliability. For manufacturers, understanding the elements most at risk to moisture, electrostatic discharge, or corrosion related causes of premature product failure, will assist them to create reliable products without latent defects.

Specifications, critical to reliability flags, process control, and monitoring are all tools available to the reliability professional to minimize product failures due to supply chain and manufacturing issues. A good practice when it is possible is to move the assessment and monitoring of reliability as far upstream in the supply chain as possible. Manufacturers commonly practice this, as they know building products with faulty components reduces yield and increases the cost of products. After discovering the salient failure mechanisms identify where in the process the source of the weakness may occur and control the process at that point.

The wrong material or poor assembly of a product tends to lead to early life failures. When the supply chain and manufacturing processes are working properly the unwanted variations will be identified and eliminated before a product goes to market. Those defects that make it to market may have not effect on product life or shorten product life. Predicting the impact will take understanding the nature of the variation and how that will interact with use conditions.

While difficult to predict, as the nature of the failure mechanism may be unknown, it may require study when the consequence of failure is high and the possibility of unwanted variation is high. One technique is to create products with a range of material or manufacturing variation. Then evaluate the impact on product life. This may lead to an improved product or understanding of the need to carefully control the incoming material and assembly processes. Normally, we do not attempt to predict how long products with unknown supply chain or manufacturing errors may last. The proper focus most of the time is on supply chain and manufacturing consistency and control.

4.2.2 Overstress

Mechanical engineers learn about stress versus strength when sizing a beam to carry a load. Both the beam and the load will vary from the particulars of the initial calculation. Often they will apply a safety factor or margin of extra strength to the beam design such that the beam would be able to withstand higher then expected loads. At times we may know the variability of the stress that may be applied, plus we must study and measure the full range of variability to expect in the material within the beam. Given that knowledge we can calculate the probability of the stress being sufficient to cause the beam to fail.

Electrically, designers consider the variation of power available from the grid and local power distribution system. They consider electrostatic discharge events and other common electrical power variations that the product is likely to experience. Lightning strikes either nearby or directly are immense amounts of power and very few products are designed to withstand such stress. The likelihood of a lightning strike is relatively remote and the design that can withstand such a load is very expensive, therefore, few products are deliberately designed to withstand such a load.

Product failures due to overstress occur due to design errors when estimating the expected loads; due to supply chain or manufacturing errors as described above that weaken the products ability to withstand the load; or due to a true overloading of stress, which is either expected to rarely occur or is outside the expected operating parameters of the product.

With sufficient information about the distribution of expected stresses and strengths, we can estimate the number of failures. It is much more difficult to estimate when the overstress will cause a failure though. We do not know when lightening will strike or someone drops their phone into the pool. Therefore, the approach is not to predict when it will occur, just to employ the discovery tools to estimate the margin (safety factor) within the expected operating environment. Not just to the specified operating limits, rather to the limits of what is likely to occur, including beyond the specifications.

4.2.3 Wear out

Everything fails eventually. Items wear, material is consumed, polymers breakdown, metals rust, and pn junctions decay. The intention of most designs is to create a product that provides value and delays or avoids wear out long enough to permit the value delivery.

Once the risk of failure from supply chain, manufacturing, and overstress are minimized, the remaining risk is wear out. A design that does not account for this source of failure may experience premature failure of all products placed in service. This may impact warranty claims, loss of brand image, etc. Fortunately, with a focus on the failure mechanisms discovered or known, we can reasonably estimate how long before a product will succumb to wear out failure.

There are a few common means to estimate when a product will fail. Keep in mind the amount of variation that is present in and between individual products and when, where and how they are used. The set of assumptions made around the approach for the estimate is often as important as how well the failure mechanism is known and modeled. Nominal, worst
case, and Monty Carlo are methods to apply stress during a life estimate for a product.

One approach is to estimate the worst case set of stresses and apply those to the most likely to occur failure mechanisms to form a basis for the prediction. This is conservative, yet practical. Similar is the nominal conditions. This is not as conservative and rarely used. It is mentioned here as the result between a nominal set of conditions and worst case may be significant.

Another approach is to use a random set of stress conditions drawn from the known set of stress condition distributions and apply those to life models of the dominant failure mechanisms. Repeating the selection of conditions and projecting the time to failure via appropriate life models, permits an estimate of the life distribution, not just a point estimate.

For the individual failure mechanisms or with a product that may expect a single dominant failure mechanism, focusing on the life model of the failure mechanism is appropriate. Not everything is temperature driven and modeled by the Arrhenius rate equation [3]. Thermal cycling may cause solder fatigue (Norris-Landzberg [4]), temperature and humidity may cause CMOS electromigration (Peck [5]), and there are hundreds or more models specific to a failure mechanism. The term ‘physics of failure’ implies the model of the failure mechanism is down to the physics (or chemistry) level.

It is beyond the scope of this tutorial to address all the means to characterize the time to failure behavior of a failure mechanism, yet there are many good references on the subject. Testing may focus on samples, components, subsystems, full products, and may include normal use rate and conditions or accelerated use rate and/or stress conditions. The focus is on the failure mechanism, and using a known model from literature or internal experimentation permits the team to understand how long the product is likely to last. This estimate is then compared to the reliability goal.

Besides the focus on failure mechanism models, a widespread practice for estimating reliability of electronic products is to use a parts count prediction method. There are standards that offer a listing of failure rates for components. These documents provide a means to tally up expected failure rates and prediction the product failure rate relatively quickly. Telecordia SR-332 [6] is an example. Take the results of such approaches with due skepticism as they are rarely accurate and may provide a result that is over 100% incorrect. [7]

Parts count predictions like engineering judgment do play a role in estimating product life, they assist the team in making decisions. Parts count predictions also encourage reducing parts count within a product and keeping the temperature low across the components. These are good outcomes and do assist in the creation of a reliable product.

Minimizing and controlling supply chain and manufacturing sources of failure, plus designing the product to withstand the expected variation in stress and strengths involved provide a solid platform for a reliable product. The decisions made during design including material, component and assembly details will impact the time until the onset of wear out. Designed properly a product may have a long and useful life providing value. Understanding the failure mechanisms permits the team to know the likelihood of their product surviving for duration of the goal or not.

5. FRACAS

FRACAS, or bug tracking, defect tracking and similar terms relate to the process of recording issues, problems, defects, unexpected behavior or performance, testing anomalies, or product returns in order to effect product improvements. Failure happens. Recording, resolving and learning is the gift provided by a product failure.

FRACAS may be as informal as a small team discussing issues noticed the previous day to specialized database programs with hundreds of people involved. The essence is every defect or failure is captured within the system. The process usually has some form of failure analysis and triage to determine the appropriate action to take in response to the failure. Options include a product design change or adjustment, a material change, or to ignore the issue. Every failure provides information, some will require action, and often not all issues that arise will have time or resources to affect a change.

Tracking issues during the design phase helps to insure that issues identified during the design process are resolved prior to customer use. Given the limited number of prototypes generally available, every failure may indicate a relatively high failure rate once in the field, if not resolved.

Tracking issues once the product is shipping provides the necessary feedback on actual product reliability under normal operating conditions. The assumptions made during the design process are actually put to the test. If the failure rate is from the expected failure mechanisms and at the expected rate, then the work during the design process has been accurate. If not, the information provides a means to not only improve the product now, it also provides feedback to the entire process of designing a reliable product.

6. MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS

Repairing a product assumes the product is repairable. Creating a product that is repairable is part of the design. Some products are not repairable simply because the repair process costs more than the value of the product. Products such as an escalator, bottling equipment or automobile have design features that make them economical to repair. The combination of the design, supply chain for spare parts and tools, and the training and execution of repairs are all part of maintainability.

There are many metrics related to the time to repair that may or may not include diagnostic time, spare part acquisition and technician travel time, along with actual hands on the equipment repair time. The time to repair along with the time
Prognostic health management is a relatively new field focused on measurement techniques that, like the wear indicator in brake pads, assists the maintenance team in maximizing the useful life of a product and effecting repairs.

The implementation will be different for every organization. Yet even this simple outline does permit the entire team to make decisions leading to a reliable or available product. Focus on failure mechanisms and obtaining a solid understanding of the dominant failure mechanisms behavior over the range of use conditions. And, finally, only do the tasks and activities that add value to the organization.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Reliability and Maintenance Engineering are challenging and rewarding endeavors. Managing to bring a product to market that provides a valuable service over its lifetime is difficult. The tools and resources of R & M engineering provide a means to efficiently achieve the reliability and maintainability goals.

The basic outline used in this tutorial provides a guide to establishing an effective means to manage reliability and maintainability.

- Set a goal
- Articulate the goal clearly throughout the process and organization
- Discover the salient failure mechanisms
- Minimizing supply chain, manufacturing and overstress failures
- Estimate the products life
- Track and eliminate failures

The various tasks and activities commonly associated with reliability and maintainability are not accomplished without purpose. They add value to making decisions, provide valuable direction and feedback. These tasks help to avoid expensive mistakes or excessive repairs. These tasks guide designs to become more reliable and cost effective. They are done to add value.

Conducting HALT on a prototype that the design team ignores is a HALT of little value. A prediction done only to meet the contract requirements and not reviewed and acted upon by the design team is of little value. Conducting a set of ‘reliability tests’ that are not related to failure mechanisms or use conditions again is of little value.

A simple question to ask when planning or starting any reliability or maintainability task is: “How will this information be used?” This is like asking for information about the audience of a presentation. If the task does not produce information of value then it is appropriate to not spend time and resources on said task.
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Tutorial Objectives

- To introduce an outline to guide management of an effective reliability program.
- To make you think about how to integrate reliability engineering within an organization.

First Challenge as Reliability Engineer

New heating cable design
How long will it last?

Is this a 1 or 5 year problem?

What is the goal?

How does your organization state reliability goals?

Timeline
Budget
Samples
What else?
Outline of topics

- Specifications
- Apportionment
- Feedback Mechanisms
  - What will fail?
  - When will it fail?
- FRACAS
- Maintenance Considerations
- Value

Reliability Goal

Function

Environment

Duration

Probability

- Cable, sensor, power supply, controller, and connectors
- Materials, processes, assembly, design, transportation, and installation

Features or functions of the product

Cost of the product

Time to market

Reliability
Outline of topics

- Specifications
- Apportionment
- Feedback Mechanisms
  - What will fail?
  - When will it fail?
- FRACAS
- Maintenance Considerations
- Value

Outline of topics

- Specifications
- Apportionment
- Feedback Mechanisms
  - What will fail?
  - When will it fail?
- FRACAS
- Maintenance Considerations
- Value

Apportion the goal

- Sys
  - Sub 1
  - Sub 2
  - Sub 3
  - Sub 4
  - Sub 5

With series system, product of sub system reliability is system reliability.

Apportion complete goal

- Function
- Environment
- Duration
- Probability

No goal
No field data
No Pareto of issues

Just make it better, as warranty expenses too high
Outline of topics

- Specifications
- Apportionment
- Feedback Mechanisms
  - What will fail?
  - When will it fail?
- FRACAS
- Maintenance Considerations
- Value
Typical early life failures

- Product does not meet design specifications
- Material or component characterization
- Process characterization
- Assembly characterization

Process control – focus on what’s important

Prediction of early life failures

- Not commonly possible for unknown variation
- Design in some margin
  - Derating
  - Safety factor
  - Determine margin
- If variation is know, determine probability of failures – still difficult to know when though.

Hit by a big hammer

Some stress is too large to accommodate

- Lightening
- Vehicle accident
- Meteor strike
- Hurricane

Possibly foreseen or expected, and not economical to design the ability to withstand

Prediction of overstress

- Not commonly possible

- Design errors
- Environment
- Unexpected use

When significant adverse consequence may occur explore mitigation or fail safe approaches

Wear out and related

Everything fails – eventually
- Understand failure mechanisms and environment

The race to cause a failure

Guesses
- Estimates
- Predictions
- Previous products
- Models
- Testing
Life testing

Standards
Set levels
Environmental extremes
Single stress and model for acceleration factor
Determine the model and acceleration factor
Physics of failure modeling/testing

Pick one that fits risk, resources, and time

Is it good enough?

How do we know?

We understand the failure mechanisms & business objectives

Outline of topics

Specifications
Apportionment
Feedback Mechanisms
  What will fail?
  When will it fail?
FRACAS
Maintenance Considerations
Value

FRACAS

A method to keep it all together

Triage
Prioritization
Closure

Grey area of when to stop fixing and ship
Maintenance Considerations

Value

Summary

Specifications
Apportionment
Feedback Mechanisms
  What will fail?
  When will it fail?
FRACAS
Maintenance Considerations
Value